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Robots have improved human life and increased the efficiency of performance in tasks that require precision and effort. For
example, surgical robots are now used to perform precise surgical procedures and give accurate results. Moreover, robots are also
used in elderly care to ease their lives. Perhaps there can even be self-driving cars that could deliver a person to their destination
without the need of a driver. So it is very important to mention that these robots should be secure in terms of security for human
life. Hence, this paper aims to explore the published studies on robots and their various security vulnerabilities. We review the
most prominent weaknesses in the robotic operating system (ROS) and discuss some types of attacks against these robots. Also,
this paper discusses the security enhancements to protect ROS that researchers have suggested protecting against some of the
attacks and vulnerabilities that may occur on these robots. 'e primary findings of this work are to generate system copies for
backup as well as encryption to protect against information disclosure. Also, a dynamic model is needed to detect and mitigate
attacks that may occur in a physical manner, such as injecting malware into robots.

1. Introduction

Robotic systems are cyber-physical systems that interact
with the physical environment by combining hardware and
software tools, network and communication processes,
mechanical actuators, controllers, operating systems, and
sensors [1]. 'ese complex systems increasingly interact
with humans in professional, public, private, and healthcare
settings.'ey are typically divided into industrial and service
robots depending on whether they are “for use in industrial
automation applications” or “perform useful tasks for
humans” [2]. Industrial robots, warehouse robots, feeding
robots, exoskeletons, assistants, socially interactive robots,
robotic wheelchairs, and robotic surgeons are just a few
examples. 'ese systems are distinguished by the fact that
they build an interconnected framework where the virtual
and physical worlds collide [3]. Also, the robot enterprise has
an outstanding effect on the growth of robots, which focuses
particularly on human’s daily life activities. Robots can be a

useful resource for surgical procedures in hospitals where
robots have brought about higher surgical outcomes and
quicker recovery. For these, the surgical robots use publicly
available networks and satellites to transmit images, video,
and sensitive information among surgeons and robots [4].
Additionally, the robots can reach locations where humans
cannot, such as in the case of extinguishing fire, war zones,
and so on. Moreover, self-driven cars may be useful in
lowering the human losses due to accidents. 'at is, these
cars are predicted to quickly replace human drivers and
promise significant societal advantages. 'is is possible due
to the vehicular advert on inside networks permitting a
conversation with cars via the radio [5]. Yet potential
customers continue to be skeptical of how self-driving cars
will be managed. 'is is partly because of the uncertainty
related to ethical norms for such cars [6]. Similarly, an
eldercare robot is one that is explicitly intended for medical
care purposes. Care robots exist in different structures and
have different capacities including physical, intellectual,
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clinical, and psychosocial upholding [7]. But these robots
rely upon the network’s connectivity and the program-based
operating system (ROS). Basically, robot operating system
(ROS) is an open-supply framework for buying robots to
perform tasks.'e ROS is supposed to function as a software
program platform for (among other subsets) the individuals
who are constructing and using robots. 'is software pro-
gram could help people percentage code and make greater
thoughts more readily available [8]. 'erefore, the network
connectivity and programs behind ROS must be free from
security threats and viruses. As ROS-based care robots have
the ability to analyze large volumes of data generated in
medical and behavioral monitoring, which are known ex-
tremely sensitive. So robotic security flaws present serious
problems, not just for manufacturers and programmers but
also for anyone who interacts with them. Moreover, the
more the operations performed across networked systems
and devices, the more the chances for system flaws to
emerge, and the greater the potential of system failures or
malicious attacks. Hence, the given system should not get
corrupted at the right time from their functions by the
inclusion of intruders. But it comes into notice that many
manufacturers and programmers face a lot of security
challenges in the building of their robots, particularly for
sensitive-based applications and hardly can assure full
strength of these robots against all types of security attacks.
At present, however, nothing is known about how an attacker
may use a robot’s computational elements to manipulate the
physical surroundings in an industrial setting (social or
medical surroundings) [1]. As a result, these systems can be
defenseless against the existing security challenges. 'at is,
their software or hardware are easily vulnerable to attacks,
and the authentication check can be easily compromised.
'us, the development of these robots should not only focus
on the functions of these robots but also make them strong
against the different kinds of cybersecurity threats and
vulnerabilities. Otherwise, their work can be compromised
by the invader attacks and can lead to improper functioning
for respective tasks. 'e published research articles men-
tioned different vulnerabilities and attacks that the robotic
system faced during working [9, 10].

Overall, robots had been invented to assist people and
facilitate the overall performance of tasks, and these robots
must not become sources of problems to people and the
environment. Asimov made the following three legal
guidelines for robots:

(1) A robot must follow the orders given by people
besides when such type of orders would abide by the
primary law

(2) A robot will not injure an individual or, through
inaction, permit an individual to harm someone

(3) A robot must defend its lifestyle if such safety abides
by the primary or second legal guidelines

With robots being slowly developed, researchers have
proven that those legal guidelines alone are not enough to
manipulate the conduct of robots.'ese robots have emerged
with a supply of challenges for a few products because of their

publicity with several assaults thatmake thempose a danger to
peopleand theenvironment.Hence, this researchwork focuses
on how to use these robots securely for daily human life tasks.

1.1. Contributions. In this paper, we discussed some types of
robots such as self-driving cars, surgery, and eldercare ro-
bots. After that, the paper mentioned the weaknesses in the
most famous robot operating systems (ROS) that may be the
cause of some attacks. Next, some of the attacks that occur in
these robots against the security methods as suggested by
other researchers in the field are highlighted.

1.2.Organization of Paper. 'e rest of the paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature of the ROS
system. Section 3 discussed the security enhancements to
protect ROS and how attacks are prevented. In Section 4, the
paper is concluded with a summarization.

2. Related Work

2.1. Security Problems inside ROS. In [4], the authors have
discussed several security attacks on robot operating systems
(ROS). Some of the prominent attacks discussed are un-
authorized publishing, unauthorized data access, and denial-
of-service (DOS) cyberattacks. A node in the ROS may
announce some data that may be considered not important
data and that will be published without proper approval. In
such a case, this data may be misused to inject data or some
instruction to the robot to disrobe the normal operation of
the robot. Every node in ROSmay join each subject matter in
the software application. After that, the node will receive any
data that is posted for this subject matter.'ese statistics can
include important data related to business or can be used to
do reverse engineering for the manufacturing process. 'is
attack is particularly difficult to determine due to how a node
can also not have any outgoing ROS conversation. In ROS,
DoS attacks can be simply started by publishing a consid-
erable amount of bogus data. 'is message type’s subscriber
will be bombarded with false communications. 'is results
in a heavy processing burden on all nodes, as well as the
probable inability to do meaningful processing. Because
there is no way to regulate which node publishes what data,
any node in the network can be used to broadcast data on a
topic to which a target node has subscribed. 'is can later be
used to launch a targeted DoS attack on that node.

In [11], the authors did a test to evaluate the overall
execution of open robot communication (ORC) using the
ROS middleware. 'e test’s outcomes showed that ORC can
manage the communication switch with expectancy prop-
erly under 1ms with minimal variance. 'ey performed
skilled problems with ROS when the message payload was
around 1KB, when the postpone increased considerably and
generally stayed at milliseconds. A postpone of that order,
mixed with the untrustworthiness of the conversation sys-
tem, concentrates ROS useless for any high overall per-
formance program in robotics. We have proven that a low-
latency conversation allows controllers to be written without
delay in better stage languages.
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In [12], the authors undertook an empirical observation
of the actual time characteristics of ROS 2.0 in comparison to
ROS. A conversation overall performance assessment was
completed to examine the network’s overall performance
with appreciation of the actual time, overall performance,
and the balance of a ROS. Two metrics were evaluated for
message loss, cost, and latency, consistent with the statistics
length and conversation frequency. 'e message loss cost
was described because of the ratio of messages that were
misplaced by the receiving node at some point in the
conversation among the two nodes, and the conversation
latency was then described because of the time distinction
from when the message was sent to when it was received in a
round-experience conversation. 'ose experiments proved
that the actual time overall performance of a ROS 2.0 pri-
marily based on a multiagent system is advanced in actual
time, compared to the system using ROS 1.0 in the phrase of
the proposed overall performance measures.

2.2. Security Enhancements to Protect ROS. 'e authors of
[13] introduced a software-degree security structure to
overcome a few essential security threats, which arise in
regular ROS software.'e issues are resolved by considering
ROS as a black box, which is essentially a noninvasive design,
in the sense that no modifications to ROS are made, but
security is done solely at the application layer. As a result,
ROS was considered a black box with security precautions
built-in, such as an authentication server (AS) and specific
functionalities in the ROS nodes themselves. As it cannot
cowl all security threats, it can protect from a few of the
maximum critical security vulnerabilities that are presently
found in ROS. It can save unauthorized nodes from re-
cording data, which may be used for the reserve engineering
of manufacturing. 'is is carried out through the subject
matter’s particular encryption keys that are best when
exceeded by legal software modules. Second, the black boxes
deal with the danger of unauthorized publishing to protect
against injecting false records into the robot software. 'ey
achieve this by verifying that every message has been
encrypted with a valid key. Still, a few insufficiencies persist
that cannot be treated at the software stage alone. 'ey all
want ROS itself to be modified. First, even though the
message content material is encrypted and cannot be pro-
cessed through unauthorized nodes, they could nevertheless
gather data on which messages were posted in the frequency.
'is can be solved through end-to-end encryption of
complete messages included in the ROS. An alternative
action at the software stage is to submit certain kinds of fake
messages intended to hide the real publishing frequency.
Second, because of their technique, they cannot keep
malicious publishers from publishing messages. 'ey can
best ensure that those messages are not interpreted through
ordinary nodes. However, a denial-of-provider assault with
excessive publishing frequency is possible. 'ird, their
technique cannot keep a subscriber from subscribing to
arbitrary topics. 'us, all messages of a certain subject
matter will be added to it. 'eir most effective technique
guarantees that.

Similar approaches were proposed in [14], which fo-
cused on an unauthorized user trying to reach the video
display unit; however, they used a physical system referred
to as the cyber-physical security “honeypot.” 'e cyber-
physical security honeypot is designed in such a way that its
video display units’ nodes request for a translated message
to be verified, which means that the messages that exceed
beyond the physical system could cause unintentional
damage to the robot or its environment. Researchers in [15]
created a new version of security for ROS systems. 'ey
proposed SROS, a library for the ROS ecosystem to guide
modern cryptography as a security measure to address the
present vulnerabilities. In SROS, all network conversation
was encrypted by using a secure sockets layer (SSL) or a
greater transport layer security (TLS). Furthermore, a re-
searcher in [16] progressed the ROS security functions with
encrypted communication and semantic policies to ensure
accurate behavior. To encrypt communications, an ad-
vanced encryption standard set of rules was created. 'e
ROS framework was proven to perhaps be hardened
through using symmetric encryption algorithms and se-
mantic policies to be certain of particular properties in ROS
messages. Eduardo, 'omas, and Marco in [17] suggested a
unique version to encapsulate cooperative robot missions
in Merkle trees. Swarm operators can offer the “blueprint”
of the swarm’s project without disclosing its raw data. In
other words, fact verification may be separated from the
data itself. We suggest a system in which robots within the
swarm must “prove” their integrity to their peers by
replacing cryptographic proofs. Merkle trees are binary
hash tree structures with primary properties: correctness
and security. 'ese properties can obtain stable and
mystery robotic cooperation and consequently make robotic
swarms resistant to tampered participants and physical seize
attacks.

In [18], the authors provided a real-time scheduling
framework for ROS, known as ROSCH, that meets the real-
time necessities taking place in ROS. ROS now no longer
guarantees real-time performance; hence, a ROS primarily
based on self-reliant using vehicle could cause a site visitor’s
accident. 'erefore, ROSCH contains three functionalities
that do not exist within the ROS to guarantee real-time
performance: (1) a synchronization system; (2) a fixed-
priority scheduling framework primarily based on directed
acyclic graph (DAG); and (3) a fail-secure function. In
particular, the synchronization system guarantees that the
timestamp gap between sensor measurements could be
much less than or the same as the calculated value.'e fixed-
precedence scheduling framework primarily based on DAG
guarantees that stop-to-stop latency is much less than or
identical to a predicted value. Operating each mechanism
simultaneously guarantees the final output topic frequency.

In robot operating systems (ROS), messages can be
transmitted without encryption, which encourages eaves-
dropping. In [19], they suggested integrating data distri-
bution service (DDS) as a delivery layer that allows plug-ins
to be set up to ensure authentication, access management,
and cryptography. Table 1 summarizes the ROS security
issues and enhancements.
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2.3. +reat and Attacks on Surgical and Eldercare Robots.
'e use of humanoid robots is increasing exponentially;
therefore, the risks associated with robotics have also in-
creased. Cybersecurity breaches in robots will harm robotics
[20]. 'ere is a possible risk involved in operating on pa-
tients by giving commands to robots. 'e system is vul-
nerable to a man-in-the-middle attack if no encryption or
authentication method is in place. When an illegal party
gains control of a surgical robot, the results could be di-
sastrous [20] and are illustrated in Figure 1. Due to the
reliance on network connectivity to provide surgical robots
at a distance, the robots are vulnerable to cyberattacks and
critical data spills. Although end-to-end encryption protects
against data leaks, backup systems are required in the event
of a cyberattack during an operation, to either fully block the
communication or change the command. 'is has the po-
tential to be dangerous [21]. 'e researchers conducted
surgical robot attacks in [22]. 'ese cyber-physical assaults
on the surgical robot’s control system exploited flaws in the
robot’s control system to infer a critical period during
surgery and insert malicious control orders into the robot.
Malware can be installed to strategically introduce defects
into the control system by an attacker. A faulty or inaccurate
motor command might cause the robot arm to travel to an
undesirable place, causing damage to the system or injury to
the patient. 'ey employed dynamic model-based detection
and robot safety procedures to predict the negative effects of
the assault on physical robots in [22].

In [23], they showed a new form of threat. 'ey
exploited ROS vulnerabilities and introduced intelligent
self-learning malware so that when the robot was in a
crucial stage of the proposed medical operation, they
could monitor the actions of the robot’s arms and activate
the attack payload. 'e most commonly used ROS
contains vulnerabilities that leak data and can become the
basis for intelligent malware to learn about the device’s
behavior and use that information to decide when to
trigger an attack. 'e ROS enables a master (core) node to
register any new node/process; hence, without being
detected, an attacker can register its malicious node to the
robotic application. 'e study indicated that the appli-
cations were secured in the implementation phase.

In [5], a robot attack tool (RAT) was created to direct
one-of-a-kind security assaults. To assess the attacks’ im-
pacts in a simulated environment, an impact-oriented ap-
proach was approved. Tests and attack tests were done
physically on the robot.'e simulated environment depends
on Mobile Sim, a software tool utilized on mobile robots/
antimedia platforms and their environments to simulate,
debug, and explore. For physical tests, the robot platform
People BotTM was utilized. 'e study’s results and testing
proposed indicated that a few attacks were effective in vio-
lating the robot’s protection. Integrity attacks changed the
guidelines and controlled the robot’s activities. Availability
attacks were able to trigger denial-of-service (DoS), and
mobile eye orders were not available to the robot. Integrity
and availability attacks made the robot seize confidential
details. To limit the dangers to security in integrity hazards,
having end-to-end encryption of the traffic is an effective way
to resolve these threats. With respect to the peril of avail-
ability, which is centered around the corruption of config-
uration data, there are some standards for a mitigation
technique to decrease the danger of availability loss: replacing
the insecure MD5 hashing algorithm used to authenticate the
password between client and server is essential.

In [24], researchers suggested viable assaults in eldercare
robots. 'ey stated that the aim of this assault was to benefit
the manipulation of the eldercare robotic to display its
consumer’s information by searching for data such as credit
scorecard facts for identification theft. A financially inspired
attacker may want to carry out a utility degree assault by
infiltrating the home network and searching for the robotics’
IP deal to attain the username/password login access. In a
buffer overflow assault, the attacker accesses the login to the
overflow stack with malicious code and inserts a go-back to
deal with those factors with the malicious code. Once this is
accomplished, the attacker may want to completely manage
the robotic and is then lose to display the aged victim
through a camera or microphone, looking for data, which
includes credit scorecard data, to use for financial advantage.

'e researchers of [25] advised viable countermeasures
for robotic producers to implement to save the victim from
such assaults. 'ey advised that robotic producers pass on
adopting a not unusual place standardized running system.

Table 1: Weaknesses and enhancements in ROS.

Reference ROS security issues Enhancements

Application-level security for ROS-based applications [14] Unauthorized nodes from recording
data

Application-level security
architecture

A preliminary cyber-physical security assessment of the robot
operating system (ROS) [15]

Unauthorized publishing unauthorized
use

Cyber-physical security
“honeypot”

ROSploit: cybersecurity tool for ROS [16] Cryptography issues in ROS SROS
Cybersecurity in autonomous systems: hardening ROS using
encrypted communications and semantic rules [17] Cryptography issues in ROS Encrypted communications

Secure and secret cooperation of robotic swarms by using
Merkle trees [18] Secure and secret robot Merkle trees

Rosch: real-time scheduling framework for ROS [19] ROS does not guarantee real-time
performance ROSCH

Detecting and mitigating robotic cybersecurity risks (IGI
Global [20]) Eavesdropping Data distribution service (DDS)
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To assist in protecting the victim from firmware and OS
assaults, producers may want to standardize on a not un-
usual place OS consisting of the open supply NuttX OS.
'rough standardization, robotic producers may want to
create a conglomerate to supervise the platform and be liable
for obtaining the OS, reporting security issues, and releasing
security updates.

2.4.+reat andAttacks onSelf-DrivingCars. Self-reliant cars,
robotic cars, or self-driving cars massively affect road safety
by using excessive skill in both hardware and software
programs to lessen injuries because of numerous forms of
human error. 'e view of self-driven cars is shown in
Figure 2. However, there have been many accidents with
self-driving cars [26]. In another case, a self-driving car from
a Ford-backed business named Argo was carrying four
people when it jumped a red light and collided with a vehicle
in Pittsburgh, less than amile from its starting position. Four
people in the passenger compartment were injured and sent
to the hospital [27]. Vehicular cybersecurity has traditionally
targeted passive assault, especially by shielding the confi-
dentiality of communications among cars or other motor-
ized vehicles and smart infrastructures. However, over the
past couple of years, self-driving cars have ended up as
especially vulnerable to experimental cyber-assault [28].
Assaults on self-driving cars can permit attackers to manage,
manipulate, or suppress the facts being routed within the
network.'is management of the facts of the customers may
be used for their advantage or to disrupt the network [29].

Security and privateers’ issues with self-driving cars and
different self-reliant cars are still prevalent. 'e authors of
[30] provided a new viable assault trajectory privacy attack
on autonomous driving (T-PAAD) that was aimed at pri-
vateers in AVs, in which an adversary deanonymizes the
usage trajectories of the present course, making different
planning techniques.

In a maximum embedded system, the firmware that
controls the functionality is saved within the flash, remi-
niscent of the chip [31]. 'e cap has the potential to replace

cars’ on-board software programs over the air and allows
acquiring security patches and new functions without going
to the service center. However, this kind of channel, if
managed through an attacker, may be used to manipulate
the motors. 'e OS is recognized to be at risk of DoS assault.
In October 2016, a primary distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) assault caused an internet outage in essential
metropolitan regions within the United States. 'e botnet
foot soldiers within the cyberwarfare are managed through
malicious malware; in a good deal of identical way, a
contemporary-day electric-powered vehicle with self-reliant
riding skills can be hacked remotely. In September 2016, the
Keen Security Lab of Tencent, a tech massive in China,
proved a vulnerability in taking advantage of the whole
management system of a brand-new Tesla Model S with
cutting-edge unmodified firmware and security patches [32].

With the advent of autonomous driving and modern
vehicle technologies, cars are more powerful and connected
than ever. Cars might suffer from a hijacked infrastructure
or services that lead to a malfunction of their autonomous
driving capability. Only this time, hackers and artificial
intelligence might be able to harm someone frommiles away
by spoofing GPS. Although currently there are no complete
standards of how cars will communicate in the future, the
network that unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) currently
use could shed some light on how an attack targeting the
infrastructure could severely damage the functionality of an
autonomous car. Cars will have the ability to communicate
with each other and with satellite and ground stations. 'e
autonomous driving feature of the vehicle will rely heavily
on GPS and vehicle-to-vehicle communication, both of
which can be manipulated by the attacker to tamper with the
vehicle and injure the passengers. By spoofing GPS, attackers
can cause traffic jams so that the police will not be able to
catch up with any possible criminal activities, such as
robbing a bank. Furthermore, attackers might hijack the
technology to kidnap a person. 'e image recognition
technology can be manipulated by changing the landscape of
traffic signs or lanes so that the vehicle will be stopped or
hijacked. 'e microphone installed on the vehicle’s voice

Figure 1: Medical surgery robots.
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recognition system might be used to eavesdrop on sensitive
political/financial information. 'e need for autonomous
cars is apparent in terms of the world’s population. Since it is
not sustainable to control all cars manually, a stable and
secure way to organize autonomous cars is necessary. From a
safety point of view, the World Health Organization stated
that every year, 85,000 road traffic deaths occur in Europe
and 34,000 occur in the United States [33].

To improve street security and driving encounters, re-
cent self-driving cars can detect their environments and
explore them without human interaction. 'ese cars’ de-
pendability must be analyzed before they can be generally
adopted on the road. Self-driving cars depend intensely on
the use of the sensory ability of their environments to make
driving decisions, which acquires a security risk from sen-
sors. Accordingly, in [34], they analyzed independent cars’
sensors’ security and researched the reliability of the cars’
“eyes.” 'ey examined sensors whose estimations were
utilized for direct driving, ultrasonic sensors, and forward-
looking cameras.'ey presented contactless attacks on these
sensors and gathered the results in both a lab setting and
outside of a Tesla Model S car. Results showed that using
other shelf hardware could cause jamming and spoofing
attacks, which then caused Tesla’s visual deficiency and
breakdown, all of which might prompt crashes and impede
the well-being of self-driving cars. To reduce these issues,
they recommended software and hardware countermeasures
that would strength the sensor’s resistance to these attacks.
Table 2 summarizes the robot’s assaults and how to foresee
them.

All these challenges arise because there is no unified
legislative framework for robot cybersecurity; multiple legal
instruments addressing various sectors of applications in-
cluding medical device regulation provide criteria that are
applicable to care robots [1]. For example, consider the usage
of a ROS-based care robot in the household of a lonely

elderly person. 'e robot’s purpose would be to allow the
user’s family to monitor and find him/her remotely in the
event of a medical or health emergency. 'e robot is con-
nected to the Internet via the home’s wireless network and
comes with a video camera, microphone, and speaker so that
the family can see and talk to the user. An application-level
attack might be carried out by infiltrating the home network
and probing for the robot’s IP address in order to reach the
username/password login entry. 'e attacker exploits the
login to overrun the stack with malicious code and inserts a
return address that links to the malicious code via a buffer
overflow attack. Once the attacker has complete control of
the robot, he or she is free to watch the elderly victim using a
camera or microphone, looking for information such as
credit card numbers that may be exploited to make money.
Hence, there is a necessity for security enhancement in care
robot to protect ROS from day-to-day security attacks of
intruders.

3. Discussion

In this section, the authors are discussing security en-
hancements that are required to protect ROS in Section 3.1.

Various attacks and their prevention are discussed in
Section 3.2. 'e various security performance benefits of
ROS-integrated robots are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.1. Security Enhancements to Protect ROS. For the manu-
facturer, the ROS is the backbone for the development of
robotic technology. But it lacks many security enhancements
that would not make these suitable for use. In this paper, we
reviewed a set of enhancements suggested by multiple re-
searchers that the manufacturers keep in mind in the de-
velopment of robots for different kinds of applications. 'at
is, the developed robots should be strong enough resistant to

Figure 2: Self-driving cars.
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any kind of attacks and vulnerabilities during their use. So
that is the reason that some researchers suggested using an
authentication server to ensure that all nodes were valid.
'ey also used encryption to achieve confidentiality and data
accuracy. 'ere may be unauthorized access to the en-
cryption keys, so it is assumed that the keys were stored
securely. 'ere are also researchers who used a physical tool.
'is tool is good in terms of monitoring the connection as it
is not allowed to pass any unauthorized messages. Re-
searchers have also proposed a new security model for ROS
systems that supports modern encryption. 'ey also de-
veloped a tool (Rospolit) that simulates possible attacks on a
ROS system. We think it is good to develop such tools that
simulate attacks to make it easier for researchers to study
these possible attacks and find solutions to prevent them.

Researchers have also made improvements to ROS using
encrypted communication and semantic rules to ensure
correct behavior. 'ey did two experiments to test their
suggestion. 'e encryption used symmetric encryption,
where every node must know the key, but we believe that the
process of exchanging the key will be difficult. As for the
Markle tree model, which some researchers suggested using,
it did achieve confidentiality and data integrity. ROS does
not guarantee real-time performance, so it was a good idea to
introduce work such as this, where real-time scheduling is
done by the ROS.'us, the transition time from one party to
another is either less than or equal to the calculated value.
Researchers also suggested data distribution service (DDS).
It ensures authentication and access control and prevents
modification and eavesdropping attacks by using encryp-
tion. We believe that this approach fulfills many of the
security requirements.

3.2. Attacks and Prevention. Some of the mechanisms that
researchers have suggested to protect against some of the
attacks that may occur on these robots. Some researchers

suggested having system copies for backup as well as en-
cryption to protect against information disclosure. Other
researchers have proposed a dynamic model to detect and
mitigate attacks that may occur in a physical manner, such as
injecting malware into robots. Furthermore, some re-
searchers have suggested encrypting traffic to prevent safety
threats to surgical robots. Moreover, some of them suggested
countermeasures that robotics manufacturers could im-
plement as a common operating system that standardized a
system to report security problems and issue updates.

3.3. Prospective Benefits. 'is paper aims to enhance the
security performance of ROS-integrated Robots and ensure
safe human-robot interaction particularly in sensitive case
applications. Hence, make the sensitive information ex-
change scenario fearless from the threats of invaders. An
attempt is made in this research work by discussing some
types of robots such as self-driving cars, surgery, and eld-
ercare robots. After that, the paper outlined the weaknesses
in the most famous robot operating systems (ROS) that may
be the cause of some attacks. 'is paper also discussed the
attacks that occur in these robots against the security
methods as suggested by other researchers.

4. Open Challenges and Issues

Based on the discussion in Section 3, the various challenges
and issues that exist in the security of robotic operating
systems are highlighted below:

(i) 'e robots can reach locations where humans
cannot, such as in the case of extinguishing fire, war
zones, and so on. Moreover, self-driven cars may be
useful in lowering the human losses due to acci-
dents. Hence, efficient enhancements in robot

Table 2: Robots attacks and their prevention methods.

Reference Robots Attacks Prevention method
Analyzing cyber physical
threats on robotic platforms [5]

Surgical
robots DOS attack – integrity attacks Providing an end-to-end encryption

Targeted attacks on
teleoperated surgical robots
[22]

Surgical
robots

Injection of malicious control
commands to the robot

Dynamic model-based detection and robot
safety mechanisms

In the case of Raven-II surgical
robots [23]

Surgical
robots

Exploitation of ROS vulnerabilities and
implement smart self-learning malware

Suggesting that the applications can be secured
in the implementation phase

Cybersecurity issues in robotics
[24]

Eldercare
robots

Gaining control of the eldercare robot
to monitor its user looking for data Standardized operating system

Trajectory privacy attack on
autonomous driving [30]

Self-driving
cars Trajectory privacy attack —

Cybersecurity in autonomous
cars [31]

Self-driving
cars OS upgrade attack —

Risk and opportunity
governance of autonomous cars
[33]

Self-driving
cars Services attack —

Contactless attacks against
sensors of self-driving [34]

Self-driving
cars Sensor attacks

Software and hardware countermeasures that
will improve sensor resilience against these

attacks
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operating systems (ROS) will be beneficial in these
application areas.

(ii) Robot operating systems (ROS) in the future need to
be networked in environments where they can
communicate with cloud services and industrial-
based control systems from remote locations.

(iii) With the expansion of robot operating systems
(ROS), it is very important to counter threats of
cybersecurity before products based on them will
reach mass markets.

(iv) Some of the mechanisms are needed to protect
robot operating systems (ROS) that could benefit
the reader as well as the manufacturers of robots to
obtain a deeper understating of the robots’ threats
and security.

5. Conclusion

'e robotics industry has increased and has become an
important part of humans’ lives. Robots have been involved
in many fields such as surgery and healthcare. Self-driving
cars have also contributed to reducing the number of ac-
cidents. However, these robots, like any other computer
device, may be exposed to various cyberattacks. Our concept
pays special attention to security and antitampering. We
discussed three types of robots that are important for human
life: self-driving cars, surgical robots, and eldercare robots.
We mentioned the weaknesses and enhancements of the
most famous robot operating systems (ROS) that may be the
cause of some attacks, according to several researchers. In
addition to the attacks that occur on these robots and some
of the mechanisms to protect them, this could benefit the
reader as well as the manufacturers of robots to obtain a
deeper understating of the robots’ threats and security.
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